
25OCT18 USNC 
1. Welcome and introductions

a. board members
i. Tori Antonino
ii. Ben Bradlow
iii. Michèle Hanson
iv. Erik Neu
v. Ann Camarata

vi. Jacob Kramer
vii. Bill Cavellini
viii. Pennie Taylor 

b. Public members
i. Simon Hill
ii. René Martonez
iii. Andy Greenspon
iv. Fr. Richard

c. Congrats to Rachel for getting married
d. Congrats to Afruza for a successful start for nibbles!

2. Approval of minutes of meeting held on 11OCT18
a. Notes were not circulated, we will approve next meeting 

3. Public comment 
a. René 

i. Career fair on 11/15/18, will be sent to Ben for a Tiny Letter
b. Simon

i. Statement Bill made for ORS: “everyone that was not on the slate was in 
the pocket of the mayor, US2, etc” 

ii. Simon formally calls for Bill’s resignation
iii. Bill refuses direct response

c. Andy
i. Heard through another public list-serve that Bill said members that were 

not on the ABCDE platform did not represent the community 

1. Proposed change: Heard through another public list-serv that 
at the Our Revolution Somerville (ORS) City-wide meeting 
Bill said candidates who ran for the USNC Board last year 
that were not on the ABCDE slate did not represent the 
community.

ii. Bill refuses direct response
d. Tori

i. When she arrived to the meeting a member informed her that Bill stated 
he represented the USNC and other people were not to be trusted

ii. Is concerned the message from OR was a message that the candidates 
defeated in the election were not to be trusted. Bill’s speech he gave 
identified specific members that were in with the Chamber of Commerce 
and Union Square Main Streets therefore they were not to be trusted



e. Erik
i. Simon’s narrative is unreliable however, the chair representing the board 

should have reported back 
f. Bill 

i. Left to inform police of Simon’s conduct
g. Tori 

i. Requests an extension on the public comment due to monologue of 
Board members during public comment, Erik and Joanne seconded

1. 3 in favor 
2. All others against

4. Presentation, discussion, and vote on draft proposal for permanent bylaws and 
wording for referendum 

Erik reviewed outline of what was discussed (based on minutes from last meeting)
1. Board composition and size
2. Volunteers need a letter for proof
3. No change to immigrant seats
4. Discuss tallying for board members
5. Not discuss - appointed seats or hybrid system 

Discussion:

Andy (on bylaws committee) - can volunteers run or just be community voting members?
Bill - point of information, all Neighborhood Council members must
be over 16 years of age must live and/or work in Union Square. 
Informed Andy he is part of the public and can not speak.

Jacob - those are different points that were sent out: 
they proposed the new seats. 
Would like to cut the number of board members down. 15 is too 
many 

Pennie - would like to see the renters to owners seats reflected better by the proportion 
of the neighborhood (renters 4 owners 3) 

Erik - renters would likely end up belonging to other categories

Tori would like Andy to be involved in the bylaws committee discussion. Michèle 
seconded. 

10 approve
1 oppose

Ben would like to back up Jacob’s statements about renters to owners, owners 
statistically are more involved in community organizations or other groups 

Jacob - a way to define maximum representations for 
homeowners to avoid consideration for profit 



Michèle - not all homeowners care about profit, most are 
barely hanging on 
Joanne - would we want to put maximums on other 
categories? 

Erik - would be ok for 3 homeowners to 5 renters, this would 
reduce open seats to 3 
Ben - appreciates Jacob’s proposal, but this might add more 
complication, would prefer Erik’s proposal
Andy - with unknown pool of candidates adding more specific 
chairs for categories could be challenging

Mike - would like to bring up what he introduced last time - a way to choose 
appointments to offset the representation that may or may not lack on the board 

Bill - before Mike arrived, Erik introduced his take on the 
conversation re: Mike’s discussion last night 

Pennie - ratio 2:1 renters:homeowners in Somerville

Jacob - would propose a model of shrinking the board and eliminating open seats 
(shrink board by 3 seats) 

Bill would like to take a straw poll re: shrinking the board. 
4 approve 
8 oppose 

Ben thinks this would cause a broader discussion that 
would cause more problems in getting approval

Andy - if we start tangenting too far from what the bylaws committee suggested we could
be at this for several months, if members wanted 

Jacob - 2nd version of the bylaws should respond to the problems in the bylaws that the 
board experienced this year - thinks a board of 9 so quorum is 5 would ideally be 
appropriate

Joanne - quorum likely wasn’t met that often due to the 
volume of meetings

Michèle agrees - does not think 9 people would be 
enough 
Erik - does not think shrinking it would be a remedy 
to quorum 

Pennie - came in with a list of proposals but a new list has now been proposed 

Mike - argument for a smaller board, ties to # of meetings, tied to diverse representation.
With a smaller board, there can be a discussion setting a better guideline of workable 
meetings. The USNC is not supposed to be the only mechanism of representing the 
neighborhood council. There is an argument board might send a more inclusive 



message. 2 homeowners, 4 renters, 1 worker, 1 business owner, 1 immigrant seat. 
Jacob would like to support and propose Mike’s statement for a 
smaller board. Ben seconds. 

Discussion: brick and mortar business owner and worker. 
*Immigrant definition will be seperate 

5 approve 
7 oppose. 

Ben moves to take one of the open seats and move to a renter Michèle second 
Jacob proposes to eliminate all open seats - Ben rejects. 
6 approve 
5 oppose 
1 abstain

Rachel arrived during issue 1 discussion
Mike arrived during issue 1 discussion
Gary arrived during issue 1 discussion
Afruza arrived during issue 1 discussion

Erik: would like to combine 3 items into one vote: 
Do not change interim bylaw language for immigrants
Volunteers in Union Square are allowed to be voting community members 
Add clarification for new members only - all new members must come to at least 
1 meeting in order to move forward with voting

Erik adds amendment to remove the 3rd part of the Mike seconds. 
9 approve, vote disrupted by questions from the board for explanation of 
vote.  

Erik explains the vote. 
Joanne move for reconsideration of the vote. Michèle second. 

Ben no new definition of immigrant. Erik seconds
9 approve 
2 oppose 
1 abstains

Erik motions to allow volunteers to be voting members of union square. Michèle seconds. 
Tori asks if there are parameters for volunteering. 
Ann states the volunteering should be once a week, no limit. 
Pennie clarifies letterhead or affirmation should be at the discretion of the organization 
rather than a consistent hard parameter. Erik accepts the amendment. 

11 approve 
Mike Firestone absent for vote.



3 different proposals for vote tallying 
Ben - bylaws committee made the proposals without justifications
Joanne - should slates be discussed prior to these issues? 
Gary would like to propose maybe the membership decide on that option

-Erik - nothing could be done to prohibit a slate. Since there is not a way 
to prevent that, how do we prevent a slate from getting >51% 
representation on the board, developed options. 
-Andy clarification - that’s how. Ranked choice voting might be the best 
but do not have the mechanics or demographics to support that. 

Proposed change: Andy clarification - There was a suggestion
at the bylaws committee that ranked choice voting might the best 
option, but this Council does not have the resources to support that 
and the demographic seats would make instituting ranked choice 
even more difficult.
-Michèle thought that these proposals would be put out to the larger 
membership. That is why those options were created.
-Afruza - clarification, a person may vote for one person as many times as
they like? Bill explains the three choices and not one is definitive

Pennie: motion do option 1, get up to 15 votes. 1 vote for each candidate. Ann 
seconds. 

Discussion:
Jacob speaking in favor of Pennie’s motion. Whatever polarization coming
from slates running. There is a worse form of voting for bullet voting i.e. 
voting multiple times for people who likely will not work well together 
rather than the outcome that people might end up working well together. 

Ben: would like all members to be able to speak on the issue and would 
like bylaws committee members to hold off until the end. We have agreed 
to objective criteria for well diverse representation. Bullet voting proposal 
can be adversary. Will not support anything except 15 votes for 15 seats

Tori - the ability to allocating 15 votes to a single individual would lead to a
more fractious board. People do not think this slate is working as well as 
Jacob suggested of the 15 votes 

Ann I don’t know what to say

Andy - waits until the end

Gary - speaking as a member of the bylaws committee - philosophical 
questions are not well addressed within these discussion; everything 
talked about is purely practical, rather than being grounded on ideas 
about what are the larger goals we are working to achieve - motion that 



pennie proposed would allow the board to select one of these options, 
which makes moot the question asked before, which is whether this vote 
on voting method will be brought to the broader membership. Should we 
bring that motion to a vote first?

Simon - as a social scientists for 40 years, you can not make 
assumptions on demographics. You can’t keep slates out of anything, can
you minimize them? No. Jacob was getting at something that there 
should be a discussion. Would like to see brick and mortar people here 
but they are limited to specific dates

Pennie - turn over to Mike 

Rachel - we should not be litigating the feelings and emotions. We can 
discuss points that are developed from feelings and emotions.

Mike - support Pennie’s motion were we keep the number of votes for the 
number of seats on the board. It would be ideal to shrink the board 
ultimately 

Jacob - would like to introduce another substitute motion 
Bill interjects that he will not entertain.

Jacob would not like to bring this to the entire council. He would like to 
support Pennie’s motion. People that are upset with the election have had
a year to participate. Jacob is not sure if he is going to run for this again 
but if he does we are. 

Bill will not let him hold a vote on the substitute motion because 
we have to vote on the original motion

Andy - what is the motion that will be voted on? There was a slate, the 
ABCDE slate. The other groups that put out names were not slates, they 
endorsed people but they did not state “vote for these people” there was 
no coordination. Therefore there was one slate. ORS did endorse a slate 
without membership knowledge. He finds this distasteful. 13 of the slate 
was elected. A lot of people were unhappy. Some have tried to work with 
this council and some have not. Some have tried to work with the BEC 
who were incredibly unhappy. Some people who came onto the board 
after the working group on the bylaws committee are fairly naive. 
Demographics does not solve this problem. This is the place where i feel 
strongest and I want to bring the community together. The best way to 
ensure there is not prolonged biased is the 8-10 votes. I first wanted there
to be 8-10 votes to avoid. Bill stated certain constituents would not 
support that so they moved onto bullet voting. I think everyone is doing 
their best but especially thank Erik and Tori trying to represent the entire 



community 
Proposed change: Andy asks if all motions will be voted on one 

after the other. Was told yes. Decided to speak now.
There was one slate, the ABCDE slate. The other groups that put out 
names of candidates they supported were not slates. They endorsed 
people, but they did not state “vote for only the people on this list”. There 
was no coordination among all those candidates who all ran as 
individuals and did not know ahead of time who else may have been 
endorsed on the same list. Therefore, there was only one official slate. 
Our Revolution Somerville (ORS) did endorse the ABCDE slate without 
the broader ORS membership knowing. Andy finds this distasteful. 13 out 
of 14 of this slate were elected. A lot of people in the community were 
unhappy. Some have tried to work with this Council and some have not. 
Some who were incredibly unhappy about the election results have tried 
to work with the Built Environment Committee. Some people who came 
onto the USNC Board but may not have attended many of the 2017 
Working Group meetings involving bylaws appear a bit naive about the 
issues that came up back then. Demographic seats does not solve the 
issue of broad representation in the community. The voting issue is the 
place where I feel strongest, and I want to bring the community together. 
The best way to ensure broad community representation on the 
Board is allowing each voter to have from between 8 to 10 votes for 
a 15 member board. I first wanted there to be 8 to 10 votes to avoid any 
one slate or side of the community from dominating the Board. Bill Cav 
stated certain constituents would not support that idea, so we tried 
compromising with stacked/cumulative voting. I think everyone is doing 
their best, but I especially want to thank Erik and Tori for trying to 
represent the entire community.

Tori - these three options is too important to vote here. The vote should be
based on the membership and not the board

Gary would like to speak and Bill will not allow it. 
Vote on the substitute motion Rachel’s motion: 3 options be taken to the 
membership 

5 approve 
6 oppose 
no abstainsions. 

Pennies motion: 1 vote for each person up to 15 votes. 

Pennie - a threat is on the table that if a motion is passed there will be an 
active sabotage act. 



Mike states he is not comfortable taking a vote. I think this is a decision 
for the board but I think this is possible a vote could punch through 
Pennie’s proposal. I urge not to take the vote. 

Would like to table until next meeting. Rachel seconds. All in favor of tabling 
pennie’s motion 

3 approve 
6 oppose 
1 abstain

Pennies motion:1 vote for each person up to 15 votes
7 approve 
3 oppose 
2 abstain

Criteria for voting: 
Ben like to add same day registration for voting members. That is not specified in
the bylaws. 
Michèle would like voting members to come to at least 1 meeting in order to vote 
in the board meetings. 
Jacob would support same day membership + voting, stick with what the bylaws 

Michèle would like to move to vote to require attendance at at least 1 meeting.  
5 approve 
6 oppose 
mike is not present for the vote

Report of BEC on meeting with George Proakis, Philip Parsons and Tim Talun and report on last
Design Review Committee meeting and next steps

Would like to meet to discuss the concerns with the plaza meeting 
Does not have last minutes of the last DRC meeting, has asked Sarah for those 
minutes because they did not like the proposed minutes, something happened 
that they approved
There are important things coming up with zoning, confirmation appointments for 
planning board (power to give final approval)

Michèle, meeting with Philip and Tim and George, can people show up? 
Research into parking costs, etc. Tori does not think this will be a publicly 
announced meeting. Michèle and Ann do not approve. 
Public invitation be sent by George on the Tiny Newsletter. We hope there
members for the skill. 
Jacob - Monday’s meeting there was a lot of support for the plans that 
Tim made, would like to know cost of underground meeting 
Pennie - trying to refer someone to the 3 alternative plans but could not 
find them. Would like Gary to fix it. 
Joanne - an estimate for underground parking spaces will be 80k, came 



in at 70k 
Simon - there will be 20mil more so US2 can not afford that

5. Public comment
René would like to speak
Bill motioned to go into executive session, no second

Rachel proposes public comment Ann seconds: 
11 approve 
1 oppose 
Michèle was not present for votes

René - The draft intended only for the members of the USNC. do not share with the developer. 
Bill says if you don’t want things shared to the public don’t bring them to the open meeting

Simon - confirmed the vote for 15 votes and states that was a huge mistake

Andy - no personal grudges against anyone on the board. If anyone wants to speak further, 
please ask him. He would appreciate if everyone would understand where he is coming from. 
Bill wants to have coffee. Erik seconds that he is disappointed this is how it happened. Tori 
thirds

Gary - an organization that wants to represent the community wants credibility. If things are 
conducted in ‘closed door’ fashion, people will not want to participate. There should be more 
consideration for people who have skill, time commitment, etc are not being compelled to 
participate. 

Pennie proposes executive session for the grounds of discussing the grounds of CBA 
negotiating strategy

Unanimous yes


